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ABSTRACT 

The object of this paper is to determine the 
call-congestion in loss systems characterised by 
an offered traffic of superimposed streams of 
bulk-events. 

The compound, input process is represented by 
the z-transforms of each compqnent streams, and 
a simple recursive method calculates the single 
state-occupancy terms of the trunkated distribu
tion from which the individual losses of each 
stream are determined. 

An example of the accuracy of the method is 
presented and compared with .results from simula
tion. 

INTRODUCTION 

In modern telecommunication systems the integra
tion of various services frequently creates 
traffic of a complex nature. The degree of 
sophistication of switching, access and control 
equipment often determines the confluence of 
different traffic streams onto common service 
devices. Workloads may also consist of arrivals 
of clustered requests for finite resources. In 
these and similar applications the problem, 
therefore, arises of dimensioning common 
equipment when it is offered traffic of a com
plex, composite nature. 

This paper is concerned with a basic loss system, 
consisting of a full-availability group, and an 
input traffic of superimposed streams with bulk -
arrivals. This argument has been treated in an 
earlier teletraffic congress (1) with a different 
approach comporting some computation problems as 
the number of streams increases. Our model 
exploits the properties of the z-transforms to 
compute the moments of the compound distribution 
using a recursive method to determine the single 
state occupancy terms. It also differs because 
the packets' lengths distribution of the multi -
stream traffic may be arbitrary. Having obtained 
the compound distribution of the input process, 
we determine the call-congestion of each indivi
dual stream; an example of the accuracy of the 
method is presented and compared with simulation 
results. 
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THE SYSTEM 

The system which we are considering, is Simply 
illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of N-indepen
dent traffic streams, and a common service group 
of M fully-available devices. 

Input process 

Service group 
(M devices) 

~1 ~2 • ~ 
0---------------------------0 o 0 

Call congestion 

Fig. 1. The system 

INPUT PROCESS 

The input process is characterised as follows: 

- Composite multi-flow process of N-indepen
dent streams. 
The call arrivals are generated according 
to a Poisson distribution. 

- The calls consist of packets of i events 
which are distributed arbitrarily. 

SERVICE GROUP 

The service group consists of M fully-available 
devices which serve the call-event process 
described above. The birth and death process, 
thereof, does not consist of Single state tran
sitions but evolves in accordance with the packet 
lengths' distributions. 

CALL CONGESTION 

Call congestion (loss) of an arriving call of 
length 1 . occurs when 

l . 

n+l . > M 
). 

n being the device occupancy at the instant of 
arri vale 
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THE MODEL 

Let us consider a standard Poisson arrival pro-
cess; 

-At e P.c(t) = 

its moments' generating function is; 

G(z)= /-t(Z-I) 

If the arrivals are not single but consist of 
packets, then; 

G(Z)= e>.t(H(Z)-I) 

H(z) being the moments' generating function of 
packets length distribution f (n ~ 1). 

n 

The pooled process of N independent compound 
Poisson streams of type G. (z), is; 

l. N . 

G (z) =,;-G. (z): e f.,Att(Hi(z)-I) 
L=I L 

The probability Pk of having k event~ in the 
time interval 0 ~ x S Ts is given by; 

I dK 
r( T.) o~k~co b = -, --,-v ~ Z, s 

rk k. 0%."' Z= 0 

Solving the derivatives, a recursive solution is 
given by; 

k~ J 

f . being the probability of having a packet of 
l~h~th m in stream i. 

If we limit the number of possible events to M, 
then; 

* /M' PK= Pk ~ Pt 
(.=0 

(2) O~ k~M 

Since the pooled bulk-arrivals processes are 
superimposed compound Poissons, we can state 
that the call congestion (and time congestion) 
of a packet of length k is; 

M 
(3) B = L p.~ 

le· J 
J=M+I-K 

The mean call congestion of the component stream 
i is, then; 

As a matter of int;rest, the global mean call 
congestion is, 

-------------------------0------------------------

EXAMPLE 

0 

11 12 1
3 14 

0 

Stream Packet I','lean Packet 
length packet arrival 
distrib. length rate 

nO of devices 0 0 " t",~ t&. Ai 
0 0 

M = 60 1 constant 1 10 

0 

1 ii1 k lE3 k 
0 

4 

2 geometric 3 5 
3 constant 3 5 
4 Poisson 6 2 
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p : arrival densit y distribution 

* p occupancy density distribution 

t simulation (95 % confidence) 

nO · of devices: M = 60 

10 20 

p~ k 

30 

occupanc:r cumulative distribution (3) 

nO of devices : M '"' 60 

I simulation (95 ~ confidence) 

40 50 60 

Call congestion 

Theoretical Simulation 

B1 0.019378 0.0195 

<4) 
132 0.065534 0.0660 

13
3 

0.061919 0.0612 

B4 0.138115 0.1410 

NB: As a matter of interest, the mean call 
congestion of the pooled traffic is; 

(5) ~ = 0.059434 

This is equivalent to an input process of 
k non-random traffic of 42 Erl. with a peaked-

ness factor z = 4.9 • -2L-__ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ 

10 0 10 20 40 so 60 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We have described a method of expressing a com
pound, pooled traffic process in terms of its 
moments gene'rating function. 

A simple inductive step has permitted its appli
cation to a classical loss-system , and the indi
vidual terms of the loss encountered by the com
posite streams have been determined. 

The method does not present any computational 
difficulties since it is based upon a recursive 
technique. The example presented illustrates 
that the loss prevalently depends upon the mean 
packets' length of the streams, and that the 
model is able to descern the loss of packets 
with different distributions. 
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